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Abstract: It is necessary to monitor the usage of network resources within the network, and pro-

vide the solution in order to avoid network congestion problems. Based on it, a real-time network 

traffic analysis followed and optimization of the performance benefits. Paper will implement solu-

tion of congestion problems with packets, which are processed in RouterOS. This method will 

combine with mangle, firewall rules, so that we can manage the internet connection to our network 

ideally, and prioritize the connection packet that we want to get priority in size as we need. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Network is infrastructure of each application system, usually consists of multiple switches, routers, 

and security devices. It is necessary to monitor the usage of network resources within the network, 

and give the solution to avoid network congestion problems. With the changing communication re-

quirements, the data flow through WAN shows unpredictable, uncontrollable trend. On the other 

hand, the transmission channel's instability and easy to be interrupted. Traffic in network cannot be 

controlled very well. In order to smooth communication process, timely detection and making reso-

lution of traffic within the uncontrollable hidden dangers, there is an urgent need for real-time 

analysis of traffic and congestion management [1].  

Multimedia applications require the transmission of real-time streams over a network. These 

streams often exhibit variable requirements, and require high bandwidths and guarantees from the 

network. This creates problems when such streams are delivered over the Internet.  

Manage the internet connections from the ISP to the local network for some kind of internet pur-

poses effectively. I hope this can be one of the reference for you to manage the internet connection 

as you intended. Of course you have to understand your internet network environment, that you 

have, so that you can implemented as you needed [2]. 

2 ROUTEROS 

Mikrotik RouterOS is an operating system and software that can be used in order to make the com-

puter a reliable network router, covering various features including: firewall and NAT, routing, 

hotspot, point to point tunneling protocol, DNS server, DHCP server, hotspot, burst and still many 

more features and functions. Mikrotik is suitable for use by ISP. For the installation of Mikrotik is 

not required additional software or other additional components. Mikrotik is designed to be easy to 

use and very well used for the purposes of computer network administration, such as designing and 

building a small complex computer network system though. Based on the form of hardware in use, 

Mikrotik can be classified into two types [3]:  

 Mikrotik RouterOS in the form of ISO software from RouterOS which can be downloaded 

at www.mikrotik.com.  
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 Mikrotik Routerboard (Embedded Router) in the form of hardware that is specifically 

packed include with Mikrotik RouterOS.  

 

In network management, it is very important to do usage management that will be used by each us-

er. Mikrotik routers have queue function and facilities that can perform bandwidth allocation man-

agement for each user's computer. By implementing bandwidth management, is aim to improve the 

quality of service on the network (Quality of Service). Quality of Service (QoS) will guarantee the 

minimum bandwidth allocation / Committed Information Rate (CIR) on each user's computer in the 

network and the bandwidth allocation over Maximum Information Rate (MIR) within a certain 

time period, so each computer user will not have to worry about not get the bandwidth [4, 5]. 

Firewall in Mikrotik have main functions to protect network from wan network accident and take 

care about sensitive date in our network. Whenever we have different networks and they are con-

nected together, there are always important to use necessarily protection rules which are important 

in order to protect our communications infrastructure. Properly configured firewall plays a key role 

in efficient and secure network infrastructure deployment [5]. 

2.1 SLOW PATH 

 Slow Path is the regular way packets and it is processed in RouterOS. For each packet, RouterOS 

has to check the whole path of the packet. In some cases, it is a considerable number of steps, 

which can affects performance. Slow Path consumes more resources than Fast Path [6].  

2.2 FAST PATH 

Fast Path is a feature of the Linux kernel and RouterOS uses the Linux kernel. Fast Path is an inter-

face driver extension that allows you to receive, process or send traffic without unnecessary pro-

cessing. Interface driver can now talk directly to specific RouterOS processes - skipping all others 

steps. You can use Fast Path in order to achieve compatibility within Slow Path devices. Fast Path 

could be from RouterOS 6.30 used on logical interfaces such a Bridge, VLAN, VRRP and Bonding 

- receive only. Since RouterOS 6.33 for EOIP, GRE, IPIP and since 6.36 PPPoE client interface. 

Traffic traveling in Fast Path will be invisible to other router facilities (firewall, queues, etc). This 

is show on Figure 1. [5, 6, 8] 

 

Obrázek 1: Diagram for routing forwarding by Fast Path. [6] 

2.3 FAST TRACK 

MikroTik integrates Fast Path in previous version in ROS 6.30. Fast Path don’t include Fast Path 

and Conntrack. In new RouterOS 6.42 was added new flag fasttracked. This function was integrat-

ed to firewall filter and mangle. Fasttracked packet connections also use Fast Path. Currently only 

TCP and UDP connections can be actually Fast Tracked (even though any connection can be 

marked for FastTrack). IPv4 FastTrack handler supports NAT (SNAT, DNAT or both). [7 , 8] 
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Obrázek 2: Fasttracked connection in firewall. 

 

All packets in a connection can be Fast Tracked, so it is likely to see some packets going through 

slow path. Even though connection is marked for FastTrack. This is the reason, why fasttrack-

connection is usually followed by identical action=accept rule. Fast Tracked packets bypass fire-

wall, connection tracking, simple queues, queue tree with parent=global, ip traffic-flow (restriction 

removed in 6.33), IP accounting, IPSec, hotspot universal client, VRF assignment, so it is up to 

administrator to make sure, that FastTrack does not interfere with other configuration [9];  

Requirements for FastTrack function:  

 no mesh, metarouter interface configuration; 

 sniffer, torch and traffic generator is not running; 

 /tool mac-scan is not actively used; 

 /tool ip-scan is not actively used. 

 

2.4 IMPLEMENTATION 

Fast Track accelerates the processing of packets, because it started working on firmware from 

RouterOS 6.29. The feature rules within router firewall filter can be set-up depending on individual 

needs. It will enable for Fasttracked packets bypass firewall of typical connection packets, that are 

intended. To activate Fast Track is necessary to add to ip firewall filter rules with action fasttrack-

connection [6 , 10].  

Setting example for Fast Track in terminal by command: 

/ip firewall filter add chain=forward action=fasttrack-connection connection-state=established,related 

/ip firewall filter add chain=forward action=accept connection-state=established,related 

 

 

Obrázek 3: Monitoring performance after application of Fast Track. 
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2.5 PERFORMANCE 

In our testing we have Mikrotik RB3011UiAS-RM with RouterOS 6.44. Traffic, which was used, 

has CPU capacity on almost full CPU source. In our default setup, our connections were processed 

with Fast Path function. That’s why we trying to found out a way to save CPU usage and optimiza-

tion performance within our network. The throughput of this network was another parameter which 

was change by Fast Track as the pass through. At the figure 4 is on left graph captured CPU using 

without Fast track and on the right is Graf routing with Fast track. By using this configuration, we 

are allowed to reduce CPU load [6, 9].  

   

  

 

Obrázek 4: Modification load of CPU usage by Fast Track functions. 

 

Main part of reduction of load at router was also higher efficiency of the throughput and better load 

of CPU using IP/Firewall profile which works with CPU. On table 1, we have compared single 

TCP test with Fast Path and Fast Track. From this table we are able to see that Fast Track raping 

the throughput and decreases the load of CPU. This performance optimization has effect for shap-

ing and also detection of specific type of contend connections services, for example like video 

streaming. RouterOS uses receive flow packet steering to assign incoming traffic to a specific CPU 

thread, which is hash value. Hashing process can be hard-coded in the hardware, configurable in 

the hardware or implemented in the interface driver. This futures flow steering will try to keep sin-

gle TCP stream bound to single CPU thread as long as possible. These properties have impact on 

RTT (round-trip time), because this save processing time and reduce packet loss. [11, 13]. 

 

 Traffic throughput 

(TCP) 

Load of 

CPU 

Profile CPU 

(Firewall) 

Fast Path 353 Mb/s 97% 38 % 

Fast Track 835 Mb/s 53% 8 % 

Tabulka 1: Change throughput and CPU by Fast Track. 

3 CONCLUSION 

Fasttrack-connection filter rule looks similar to mark-connection action in configuration. This rule 

is mostly followed by identical accept rule. Fast track is used if connection is established and relat-

ed. Common of Fast track is to exclude some specific connections from the queues. From this in-

formation we can considerate that FastTrack accelerated steps in our connections and save CPU 

and bring better performance for throughput in our network. The feature rules in router firewall fil-

ter that you can setup depending on your individual needs. It will Fasttracked packets bypass fire-

wall of typical connection packets that you intended. Properly implement both of these rules it 

work correctly, and reaping the performance benefits. 
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